The dicopper Pacman complex was synthesised by reported procedures. 2 Single crystals of dicopper pacman were then recrystallised by slow evaporation in dichloromethane to give large black, rod shaped crystals.
2 solved by direct methods (SHELXT) 11 and all data refined against |F|² using SHELXL 12 as part of the OLEX2 graphical user interface. 13 The 3D coordinates of the ambient pressure-temperature structure were used as a starting model in the first high-pressure structure refinement; all subsequent structures were then modelled on the coordinates of at the preceding pressure. Non-hydrogen and non-metal bond distances in the high-pressure structures were restrained to be similar to those of the ambient temperature and pressure structure. Methyl hydrogen atoms were located in 'circular' difference syntheses carried out about the locus of their possible positions; the orientation of the group was allowed to refine while holding the CH distances and HCH angles fixed to ideal values. Other hydrogen atoms were placed in ideal positions and treated with a riding model.
All non-hydrogen atoms in the ambient pressure structures were refined with anisotropic displacement parameters. Only copper atoms were refined anisotropically in the high-pressure structures to reduce the number of refined parameters and improve the low data to parameter ratio. For the structures at 4.67 GPa and above a non-standard unit cell setting is used (with β < 90°) to facilitate structural comparisons with the structures determined at lower pressure. Full crystallographic details are given in Table 1 .
The atoms which become intercalated into the structure at 4.67 GPa were assigned as neon as this is was the hydrostatic medium used and it was surrounding the crystal. During review, it was suggested that the atoms may be oxygen, arising from ingress of water. This hypothesis can be ruled out on the following basis: 1. Prior to loading with neon the crystal was exposed to high vacuum in the gas-loader. This would have had a drying effect on the sample. 2. Any liquid water present in the sample would likely have crystallised as strongly scattering ice at ca 1 GPa (we have seen phase VI previously under these conditions) and been visible in the diffraction patterns. 3. The neon atoms are located in hydrophobic regions of the structure, and would be expected to Hbond to each other if they were in reality water, aqueous OH and O being the best donor/acceptor pair in the postulated structure. In the crystal structure at 4.46 GPa the only Ne...Ne distance less than 3 Ang is between two symmetry-equivalent Ne4 sites, 2.57 Ang. Although this is a plausible distance for the O…O interaction in a water dimer, it is a discrete interaction, with no further links made to other neon atoms. The next shortest distance is 3.26 Ang between Ne1 and Ne2. This pattern of contacts is not what would anticipated in a hydrate of Cu2(L). 4. Finally if the Ne atoms are re-assigned as oxygen, and the structure re-refined, R1 increases from 8.03 to 8.66%.
Calculation of Molecular Volumes
The molecular volumes of the pacman complexes were calculated via void volumes obtained using MERCURY. 14 Neon atoms were removed prior to calculations in the neon-containing co-crystal structures. The calculations employed the contact surface algorithm which maps the entire void surface regardless of probe accessibility. The probe radius was 0.2 Å with a grid spacing of 0.1 Å (the minimum values allowed by the program). A chemically meaningful probe radius of 1.2 Å, representative of the radius of a molecule of H2, was also tested but resulted in zero accessible volume. The interstitial void volumes reported here are not solvent accessible. The void volumes enable the molecular volumes of the pacman complex to be calculated according to [total unit cell volume -void volume]/Z. Void and molecular volumes are given in Table 2 .
Other Programs Used
PIXEL packing energy calculations were carried out using CLP-PIXEL. [15] [16] Molecular electron densities were calculated using GAUSSIAN09 17 with the B3LYP/6-31G** level of theory and basis set. CH distances were reset to 1.083 Å prior to the electron density calculations. The electron density was calculated in steps of 0.08 Å, with a condensation level of 5 used for the energy calculations. Equations-of-state (EOS) were determined using EOSFit-7, 18 and strain tensor calculations were performed using the program STRAIN. [19] [20] Geometries were measured using DIAMOND 21 and PLATON. 22
B. Supplementary Tables
Table S1 Experimental details. All structures are monoclinic, C2/c with Z = 8. H-atom parameters were constrained. T = 298 K unless otherwise specified. λ = 0.7749 and 0.4959 Å for the ambient and high-pressure collections, respectively. Measurements at 2.01 and 2.52 GPa contain unit cell information only as detector saturation problems degraded the quality of the intensity measurements in these cases. Figure S1 (a) The six strongest molecular contacts surrounding the central reference molecule are labelled A-F and (b) layered stacking along a. This is a copy of Fig. 2 in the main paper with the atoms shown in space-filling format to show the non porosity of the crystal structure. 
C. Supplementary Figures

Figure S5
The Ne3···C shortest contacts (less than 3 Å) within the macrocyclic layers at 4.67 GPa. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. 
